
Title for "Time sand wrought iron" product 
Fun Time Sand | A timeless Gift For Him/Her | Your Desk Time Keeper | 
Iron-ize your Time Sand Collection | Your Iron Marcel Moyse-ish Time Sand| 
Unisex Hand Solder Metal Time Sand With Flutist Statue 

 

 5 Bullet Points / 5 Key Features 
(0) A Timeless Gift For Him/Her - This small time sand will be a perfect gift for Him/Her. 
Beautiful sand with blue -unisex- colors will fit for any day and beautify it's surrounding. The 
time sand will keep your relationship ageless. 
 
(O) Your Desk Time Keeper - Having this unique time sand wrought iron will make your desk 
standout and in a good shape. It keeps people's eye on your taste of arranging your desk. Just 
like what people said, you will always have a time to keep you on good shape. 
 
(O) Iron-“ize” Your Time Sand Collection - Add this time sand collection to complete your 
wooden rack performance. A flutist and a time sand as a unity surely a perfect combination of 
art and talent. Adding more to collection won't harm anyone, will it? 
 
(O) Your Iron Marcel-Moyes-ish Time Sand 
Who doesn't know Marcel-Moyes? This time sand collection sure reminds you of Marcel-
Moyes. Grab this time sand fast and it can be a perfect addition for your room decoration. 
Let's Marcel Moyes-ish the room!! 
 
(O) Unisex Hand Solder Metal Time Sand With Flutist Statue - Need one last thing to perfect 
your interior design? This must be the answer. This hand solder metal time sand surely a 
perfect combination for your taste of design interior. It is perfect not only for her but also for 
him. Everybody needs something to blend in the whole room, right? Maybe the flutist can 
keep you that. 

 
Product Description 
 
Time will always be moving on. No one can't stop it from flowing but this little time sand will surely keep 
the time for you.Fun Time Sand, a handmade time sand with also hand solder won't let you down. It is 
perfect for a gift not only for him but also for her. We have 5 colors of different sand that you can 
choose. The combination of art and talent will blow you amaze. The flutist statue is a sweet addition to 
the time sand which cost 20-40 minutes per cycle. The benefit of this Fun Time Sand is this can be a 
perfect gift also for any age. Child can play with the time sand and also perfect for daddy's office 
decoration. 
 
Grab it fast, cause the time will stop only when you have it. 
 


